
Highlighted items = documents to be made/used 
 
DAY 1 (repetition) TEXT CODES 

✓ for something known 
L for new learning 
? or Q for a question 
?? for confusion 

 
(WS—word study) 

1) Warm-up: define & list 2-3 synonyms for the 
following (TII) words: heir, discord  

2) Students read text independently using “text 
codes” (Daniels, Steineke) 

2 for important information 
! for exciting or surprising information 
R for a connection (Reminds me . . .)  

 
(Gr--group) 

3) Students listen to recorded version of speech  
 

(Wr--writing) 
4) Flip over the speech. Write down key ideas and words/phrases you remember 

most.  
5) Share what you wrote w/a partner 
6) Share out…segue to repetition mini-lesson 

Rhetorical Codes 
 Rep = repetition 
FL = figurative language 
ALL = allusion 
// = Parallelism 

7) Working w/partner, re-read speech using “rhetorical codes” 
to identify repetition 

 
8) TBQ (text based questions): How many examples of 

repetition can you find? Code them using the 
“rhetorical code” for repetition. What effect does 
repetition have in this speech?  

 
(WS) 

9) TOTD:  Why did Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. use the words “heir” and “discord”? 
How might the meaning change if he used synonyms for these words instead?  

 
RI1, 9-10 

 
 
 
 
DAY 2 (figurative language) 
 

1) Warm-up: Using your Literary Elements packet/reference book, define and write 
an example of simile & metaphor 

(WG, GR) 
2) (speech projected) Read the first three paragraphs together, stopping to label 

figurative language as students discover it using “rhetorical code” for figurative 
language 

 



3) Working individually, continue to read assigned section (speech has been divided 
into three sections prior to lesson) of the speech using “rhetorical codes” to 
identify additional examples of figurative language  

4) Jigsaw to share figurative language from all sections 
a. Students share two strong examples of figurative language from their 

assigned section and other members label them on their own text  
b. Students discuss the significance of the examples  
 

(Wr) 
5) TOTD--TBQ: What effect does figurative language have in this speech? (What 
images are created? How does it reveal the author’s tone? How does it make an 
impact on the audience?) 
 

 
 
DAY 3 (allusion)  
 
(Wr) 
1) Warm Up—TBQ: Which famous American leader is King referencing in the second 
paragraph? Write the words that tell you this. 
 
(WG)  
2) Allusion mini-lesson 

a. define/list types/examples of…[literary, historical (events or people), religious, 
geographical, etc.] 
b. According to the definition of allusion, are King’s references to Abraham 
Lincoln allusions? Why would King evoke the memory of Lincoln in his opening 
lines? 
 

(WG, GR) 
3) Teacher reads the speech, stopping as students  mark examples of allusion 

(“rhetorical codes”) 
 
4) Teacher shows class allusions (previously labeled & on overhead/SMARTboard), 

explaining that the list is not exhaustive…there are many more… 
 
5) TBQ: Read through the allusions you’ve marked in your text. Use the 

graphic organizer to record the allusions from the speech that illustrate 
theme of truth or dreams.   

(Organizer has circle in middle that says 
 “Theme:__(dream or truth)_________”. 
 Six lines shoot off circle for textual evidence.) 

 
6) TOTD—Which types of allusions were used in King’s speech? 

 
 



Rhetorical Devices   Name         
Allusion 

“I Have a Dream” by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
 

Directions:  
1. Select one of the two key ideas of Dr. King’s “Dream” speech.  
2. Then provide specific allusions (copy the exact words) from the text that relate to 

that key idea.  
 

 
 
 
 

Text 

Text 

Text 

Text 

Text 

Text 

Key Ideas:  
DREAM 

or 
TRUTH 
(circle one) 

3. Answer in writing and be prepared to share: What purpose do allusions serve? 
 



DAY 4 (parallelism)      UNFINISHED 
Similar structure to above lessons; students  
 
DAY 5: speech writing…students must use at least three of the rhetorical devices studied 
in this unit in their own speeches 
 
CCS:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SOURCES 
 
Dlugan, Andrew. Speech Analysis: I Have a Dream – Martin Luther King Jr.  

19 August 2011 <http://sixminutes.dlugan.com/speech-analysis-dream-
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